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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper concerns a problem of minimization of a quadratic functional on a cone in a 
Hilbert space. First, a simple an~llary minimization i  R 2, is solved. The obtained results allow the 
construction of many different algarithma that solve the primary minimization problem. However, 
only two algorithms are considered in the paper. The first one concerns a general case, i.e., the case 
when the only restrictions imposed on the cone are its closeness and convexity. This algorithm uses a 
projection on the cone technique. The second one can he applied if it is assumed, additionally, that 
the considered Hilbert space is separable and has Riesz basis. The cone is, in this case, defined as a 
collection of points whose expansions with respect o this basis have nonnegative coefficients. 
Weak convergence of both algorithms i  proved. The rates of their convergence are estimated by 
the convergence of certain series of reals. Possible appllc~tious to an optimal control problem axe 
suggested in the introduction and in the conclusion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although quadratic problems have been considered in the literature [1,2] for many years, there 
is in fact a lack of algorithms of minimization of a quadratic functional in infinite dimensional 
spaces. On the other hand, such algorithms can be helpful in solving problems of dynamic 
optimization. 
In 1977, Wierzbicki and Kurcynsz [3] considered a problem of minimizing a functional defined 
on the Ban~ch space B, with constraints defined by a certain cone in a Hilbert space. Several 
examples presented there suggested that the considered problem is valid and important. They 
also presented there the most important properties of the projection on a cone. Besides, they 
indicated algorithms which could solve the analyzed minimization problem. 
All the algorithms mentioned in [3] are based on the notion of the penalty function and the 
shifted penalty function. Though general, these algorithms have some numerical disadvantages. 
First of all, they are two stage algorithms; i.e., in order to perform the minimization within the 
whole set of constraints, one solves infinitely many auxiliary minimization problems. Each of 
them is a finite dimensional one and special methods of optimization without constraints are 
chosen. Second, as they are relatively universal, they cannot be the best for a special type of 
minimized functionals uch as quadratic functional. 
It is well known that the best algorithms of optimization with constraints (from the numerical 
point of view) are the Rosen's algorithms (see [4]), which use the projection on the constraints 
techniques. 
The first of the algorithms considered is somewhat similar to the 'gradient projection on the 
constraints' algorithm in the sense that one of the possible 'directions of improvement' of the 
functional can be the projection on the cone of the certain variable -v  (-gradient) which 'mea- 
sures the violation of the constraints.' In fact, at each step two possible directions of improvement 
are considered, one of which is the projection on the cone of -v ,  the second projection of v, and 
the better of the two directions is chosen. 
The second algorithm considers, at each step, all (or in modified, more realistic versions, finite 
but increasing number of) the elements of the Riesz basis. The best of the possible directions 
considered is chosen as the actual direction of improvement of the functional. 
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Moreover, every approximation of the minimization problem satisfies certain condition which 
will be described below. Suppose that we have the minimization problem: 
Q(y) - ~ Q(y), Yp = Iy • B : p -  P(y) • C), 
where B is certain Banach space, p • X a Hilbert space with scalar product (., .), C is a closed, 
convex cone in X with vertex in zero, P : B -* X an operator and Q : B --+ R a functional 
(compare with [3, Section 3]). Further, let L(~, y) = Q(y) + (7, P(Y) - P) be a normal Lagrange 
functional for the minimization problem mentioned above and let ~(~)) be a normal Lagrange 
multiplier for the same problem, calculated at the optimal point ~) • Yp. It is known that both 
conditions must be satisfied at ~: 
~/(~9) e C* and (y(~), P0)) -P )  - O. 
(C*--cone dual to C.) 
Suppose that we know the functional relationship y(y). Each approximation y(k) of the optimal 
point obtained by the algorithms considered satisfies the following relationship: 
<,(yck)), p(yCk)) _ p) = 0. 
For the quadratic functional, B = X, p = 0 and P(y) = y, one can easily find an expression for 
the mapping O(y). y is linear. 
One can easily notice that the results of this paper can be extended without any difficulty to 
all optimization problems for which values of the mapping T/(y) can be computed explicitly for 
each y E Yp. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let X be a Hilbert space with a scalar product (-, .) and the norm II" ][, i.e., ]Ix]] 2 = (z,x), 
x E X. Let us consider a quadratic functional defined in the following way: 
meX,  M(m) - (w,m)+O.5(m,  Hm), 
where w E X, H is a linear, bounded, self adjoint and positive semidefinite operator, with 
D(H) = X. Suppose that C C X is a convex closed cone in X. The objective is to find such a 
point/~ E C that: 
M(p) -  inf M(m). (1) 
mEC 
We will assume the following: 
-41 The vector p defined by (1) exists and is unique. 
.42 Vme C, (rn, w) < 0 ~ (m, gm)  > O. 
.43 A set X D 9Y~ d__ef {m e C; (m, w q- gin) : 0} is bounded in X. 
We next present he following basic lemma. 
LEMMA 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the vector I~ to be optimal, i.e., M(p) = 
inf M(m), is 
mEC 
e c ,  (2a) 
w + = 0, (2b) 
w + • C' ,  (2c) 
where C* /s a closed convex cone dual to C. 
For the proof see [3]. 
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As it follows from Lemma 1, the optimal vector p must satisfy the three conditions (2a), (2b) 
and (2c). On the other hand, notice that conditions (2a) and (2b) define the set 9~. Hence, the 
optimal vector p must satisfy the following two conditions: p E YY{ and w + Hp E C*. 
The idea of the algorithm considered in this paper is to generate, somehow, a sequence of 
vectors {mi} satisfying the first of the above conditions (i.e., mi E 9~) and then to try to satisfy 
the second one 'better and better.' The idea is to measure somehow the violation of the third 
condition and thus try to minimize this violation. 
However, before one considers how to find recursively the sequence {mi}, one has to be able 
to solve the following auxiliary minimization problem: 
For a given m E 9JI and d E C, find two reals t and a, such that 
tm+ ad e 9~ and M(tm + ad) = rain M(arn + ~d). (1') 
a ,BER 
ara-I-/~dE C 
This problem of minimization is in fact a two dimensional one and it would be easy to solve 
if, first, the operator H were not positive semidefinite, and second, ff 9~ were not a subset of C. 
We will solve problem (1 ~) completely using geometrical methods. We will also give several 
properties of the optimal vector tm + ad (for given m E YYt and d E C) (see Lemma 4). These 
properties will help to formulate the basic properties of the considered algorithms quickly. The 
following section is important for the considerations of Sections 4 and 5. 
3. AUXILIARY MINIMIZATION PROBLEM 
Suppose now that we have a vector m E 9I[ that is not optimal in the sense that w T Hm E C*. 
Suppose further that we have chosen, somehow, a vector d E C. (A discussion on how to do this 
will be given later on.) We will find two reals, td and a4, such that the vector h - td re+add E C 
and, moreover, that M(~)  < M(m). td and ad will be chosen in the best way in the following 
sense :  
M(td rn + ad d) = rain M(trn + ad), (3) 
( t ,a )EE~OG~ 
where Ed = {(t, ay E H 2 : (tin + ad, w + H(tm + ad)) = 0}, Gd = {(t, ay E S 2 : tm+ ad E C}. 
Notice that Ed n Gd = {(t, a)' E R 2 : tm + ad E !YYt}. 
Let us denote, for simplicity: Y = (m, Hm), 7(d) = (d, Hm), 
Ad " -  , bd " -  , X l  - -  t ,  X2  - "  a .  
7(d) (d, Hd) -(w,d) 
Thus, Ed = {x E [~ : x~Ad x = b~d x}, where (.y denotes the transposition of (.) (x~Ad x is thus 
a quadratic form and b~ x is a scalar product on R2). 
REMARK 1. //'d E C /s chosen in such a way that (d, Hd) = O, then for rn E 9Yt, we have: 
roan M(tm + ad) = M(m), (that is, td "- 1 and ad -~ 0). 
(~,a)¢B4nG~ 
PROOF. (d, Hd) - 0 ~ 7(d) -- 0, since Ad has to be positive semidefinite. M(tm + ad) -- 
0.5t 2 J - t J + a(d,w). Now notice that we must have (d, w) ~ 0. It is so because ff (d,w) < O, 
then (d, Hd) > 0 by ,42. Notice also that, since for (t, a) E Ed I"1Gd, rain M(tm + ad) has to be 
defined uniquely, we must have a > 0. Thus, min M(tm + ad) - .5 J  - M(m) .  So it is enough 
- -  La>0 
to take t = 1 and a--  O. I 
It follows from the above remark that it does not make sense to consider d E C such that 
(d, Hd) = O. Hence, we will consider only such vectors d E C with (d, Hd) > O. Moreover, 
for technical reasons, we will assume that the vector d E C is selected in such a way that 
7(d) + (w, d) = (d, w + Hm) ~ O. The vectors d having this property can be always found, since 
if Vd E C, (w + Hm, d) = 0, then this would mean that w + Hm E C*, that is m(E ~)  would 
be optimal. Hence, we will assume additionally: 
.44 (d, Ha) = 1, 7(d) + <w, d) ~ O. 
C, N4HA 22:8-C 
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In order to describe the sets Gd and Ed, we will need the following two functionsb, defined on 
CxC:  
A(m,d)=sup{a•R: -am+d•C},  ¢ (m,d)=sup{a•R:m-ad•C},  m,d•C.  
Hence, A and ¢ describe the geometry of the cone C. The properties of these functionals are 
presented in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(i) A(m, d) > 0, ¢(m, d) _> 0, and 1 - A(m, d) . (m, d) _> 0, for m, d • C. 
(ii) VA • [0, 1], A(m,A dl+(1-A)d2) >_ A A(m, dl)W(1-A)A(m, d2), a(A mlJf-(1-)t)m2,d) > 
An(mr,d) + (i- A)¢(m2,d), for a//m, mr, m2, d, dl, d2 • C. 
(iii) //" A(., d) is nonzero for mt and m2, then for A • [0, 1], 
1 A (l-A) 
A(A mt + (1 - A) m2, d) -< A(ml ,  d) ~" A(m2, d)" 
(iv) l.fo'(rn, .) is nonzero for dl and d2, then for A • [0, 1], 
1 A (1 - A) 
.(m,A dl + (1 -  A)d2) -< -(m, dt-'---'~ + a(m, d2)" 
PROOF. (i) follows from relationships Om+d • C, m-Od • C and the fact that for ¢(m,d) # 0, 
(-1/¢(m, d)) m + d ¢ C. (ii), (iii), (iv) follow almost straightforwardly from the closenem and 
convexity of C and the definitions of A(., .) and ¢(., .). | 
Using these two functionals, we can easily describe the set Gd. We have: 
LEMMA 2. Gd is a closed, convex cone in R 2 such that: 
Gd = {X • R 2 :Xl ~ -A(m,d)z2}Fl{x • R 2 : Zla(m,d) _> -x2}, (4) 
6ad = Rl(d) U a2(d), 
where 6A denotes the boundary of A, and 
R,(d) = {z • I~ : -A(m,d)z2 = Zl;  Zl ___~ 0}, 
a2(d) = {z • R ~ : er(m,d) zl = -z2; zt > 0}. 
PROOF. In the Appendix. 
LEMMA 3. ,41-,44 ~ (0,0)', (1,0f, (0,-(w,d))' 6 Ed. 
PROOF. In the Appendix. 
Now notice that, for z = (t, a)', we have M(tm+ad) = .5 z'Ad z -- b' d z. We have to minimise it 
on EaflGd. Ea is, however, described by the equation z'Ad x = b~ z. Hence, on Ed, M(tm+ad) = 
-.5z'Aa z. Thus, we can consider another, equivalent problem of maximization ofLa(z) = z'Ad z 
on Ea N Gd. Let us denote by z a = (td, ad)', the point where L~(z) assumes its maximum on 
Ed nGd. 
If detAa = J - 72(d) > 0, then Ld('), considered on Ed, assumes its maximum at 
( J  +7(d)(w,d) -J(-r(t0 + (w, t0) / 
LdCx') = a (t  + 
+ 
Hence, if z" 6 Gd, then z d = z J. Otherwise, one would suspect hat z ~ is equal to either of 
the two points at which rays Rt(d) and R2(d) cross Ed. That is, if z s ~ G~, then the maximum 
of Ld is reached on the boundary of Ea Cl 6Ga. However, this requires to be proved. Besides, one 
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needs also analytical criteria to judge at which of the boundary points of Ed N Gd the ma:rlmnm is
rev.ched, in the case z" ~ Gd. The following theorem will give a complete solution of the problem 
mentioned above. 
THEOREM 1. Let us define: 
f l(d) = (J + 7(d)(w, d))a(rn, d) - J(7(d) + (w, d)), 
f2(d) - (J + 7(d)(w, d)) - A(m, d) S(T(d) + (w, d)). 
(i) I f  f l (d) >_ 0 and f2(d) > O, then S - 72(d) > O..he,'-,(fl(d) >_ 0 and f2(d) >_ 0), then 
7(d) + (w, d) > 0 ¢=~ /l(d) < O, 
7(d) + (w, d) < 0 ¢=~ /2(d) < O. 
(ii) z d = (td, ad)' where: 
s + .r(d)(~, d) 
s - 7~(d) 
Otherwise, td "- 
Ld(X d) -- { 
, i f f t (d)  >_ 0 and f2(d) >_ O. 
J (1  
Otherwise, 
J + ~r(m,d)(w, d~ 
S - 27(d) v(m, d) + a2(m, d) ~ 0, 
-- A (m,d)  ad ~ 0, 
- s  (~,(d) + (w, d)) 
j _ 72(d ) , f i l l (d )  > 0 and h(d)  >_ O. 
Otherwise, 
- o'(m, d) td S O, 
(-s :,(m, d)- (~,, d)) 
a A2(m,d) - 27(d)A(m,d ) + 1 >- O, 
(7(d) "[- (w'd))2~ if fl(d) > 0 and f2(d) > O. 
+ 7- - - : -~  . / '  - - 
i f  T(d) + (w, d) > O, 
itT(d) + (w,d) < 0. 
ff-r(d) + (w, d) > O, 
/:-y(d) + (~,, d) < 0 
if "y(d) + (w,d) > O, 
i[7(d) + (w,d) < O. 
0, i[ f1(d) > 0 and f2(d) > O. 
Otherwise, 
= ~(m, d) (d, Vd) >_ O, 
f~(d) > o, 
:/A2(m, d) - 27(d ) A(m, d) + 1 - 
t 2 (J - 27(d) u(m, d) -t- ~2(rn, d)), ff'7(d) + (w, d) > 0, 
a2d( JA2(m,d) -27(d)A(m,d) -F1) ,  i fT (d )+(w,d  ) < O. 
PROOF. In the Appendix. | 
We also have the following lemma, describing the properties of the optimal solution. For a brief 
formulation of these properties, let us denote: md = td m + ad d, v -" w -F Hm,  Vd = w + Hind. 
LEMMA 4. 
(i) (d, •d) = (d, w) -~- td 7(d) + ad 
o, ff/s(d) > 0 and .f2(d) _> O. 
Otherwise, 
= (-f~(d)) 
S_27(d)o . (m,d)+a2(m,d)  >_0, i [7(d)+(w,d> >0,  
( -A (m,d) f2 (d) )  >0, i f T (d )+(w,d)<O.  
s A2(~,  d) - 2~(d) : ,(~, d) + 1 - 
(ii) (m, Vd) = td J "~- ad 7(d) - J 
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Hence, 
(m - a(m,d) d, vd) = ( O, ff .f2(d) >_ 0, 
(m,vd)(1 - (r(m,d)A(m,d)), it.t2(d) < O. 
f 0, irA(d) > 0, (--mA(m,d) % d, vd) 
(d, vd)(1 --(r(m,d)A(m,d)), Jil l(d) < O. 
(iii) (m, HCmd -- m)) ~- <m, vd). 
(iv) <rod, v) = ad (7(d) + <w, d)) = S - <rnd, H rod) + <m, Vd> < O. 
(V) (rod -- Y/~, H (YI~ d -- fr~)) = (r/~d, H ~d) -- S -- 2(%~, Vd) > 0. 
(vi) (rod, H rod) = td a - ad(w, d) >_ J. 
(vii) td + 7(d) ad/J = 1 + (m, Vd)/J >_ 1. 
PROOF. In the Appendix. | 
Since we know the value of Ld(zd), the best choice for d would be the one nmximizing Ld(.). To 
find such a vector is practically impossible. First, the functional Ld has a very complicated form. 
Second, to find such a vector would mean to be able to solve the minimization problem (1) in 
one step and get the solution right away. This is, however, impossible. The derived formulae can 
be useful, however, in examining properties of the optimal vector. Hence, it remains to conlider 
other, unoptimal choices of vector d. Different rules of such choices would lead to different 
algorithms of minimization of M(m)  on the cone C. We will discuss only two such algoritlmm. 
4. ALGORITHMS WITH PROJECT ION ON THE CONE 
For each m E 9~I, find v(m) = w+Hm.  v(m) does not belong to C*, because if it did, it would 
be optimal. It is well known [3] that each z E X can be uniquely decomposed in the following 
way: z = z c + z -c* , where z A denotes projection on A. Let us define 
C B dicta) = (-vCm)) c, C B d2(m) = (v(m)) c. 
We will try to 'improve' in the best of the two directions. The second direction is chosen in 
order to increase the speed with which the 'improper' m decreases. Notice that (following [3, The- 
orem 2.41) that: 
<dt(~), ~) + v(d~(~)) = (d~(,~),,,(~)) = -IId~(~)l[ 2 < O, 
(d~(m), w) +-f(d2(m)) = (d2(m), v(m)) = Ild~(m)ll 2 > O. 
Thus, if we chose dx then z d~ iles either in Gd, or on Rl(dl). On the other hand, if we chose 
d2 then Z d~ lies either in Gd2 or on R~(d2). Let us consider the following algorithm: 
1. Find the zero approximation m (°) of the optimal vector p. It can be done, for example, 
by taking the vector ( -w)  c and normalize it by a scalar b > 0, in such a way that 
b(-w) c E 9Jr. (Notice that, if ( -w)  c - 0, then w E C*. This, however, would imply that 
rrfin M(m) = M(0).) 
mEC 
2. Suppose that we have m (k), the/¢-th approximation of#. Let us denote v(~) = w+ Hm (k), 
j~ = <~.(~), H~.(k)), ~)  = (_~(~))¢, ~)  = (~%¢. r~note ~o:  
O, 
if <~), H d?)) ~ 0, 
otherwise, 
for i=  1,2. 
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Define also the following rea]s: ~}t) (w, ~t)),  7}t) _ (~t), H re(t)), ./,(t) _ ~:(t)_~.~(t) "- wi -- i -- i ' 
@) = ~(~(t ) ,@)) ,  x?)  = a (~( t ) ,@) ) ,  .,'(t) = ~t'" ~--(t) '( ') ' ;t)7, ~, , , - ~t" -~,-"(t), ,~,'(t) _- 
,It *- 7i(t) ¢,'(t) - X~ t) ,It ¢~t), i = 1, 2, k - 0, 1, 2, . . . .  
,It + ~}t) 7}t) if i=  2 and ( f~) > 0), or 
"fk----'~V~(t'~ ' i=  1 and (f~) _) 0). 
r~t) = Otherwise, 
v(t) ¢(t) Jt  + 2 ,.2 
J~ - 2~?) .? )  + (@))~' 
x?) . ? ) ,  
i f i=  2, 
i f i=  1. 
(-,It ¢}t)), 
~t)  = Otherwise, 
if i=  2 and ( f~) ~ 0), or 
i = 1 and ( f~)  ~ 0). 
_ dt)~(t) ,  
(-st ¢?) -~?))  
Jt  (X~t)) ~ - 27~ t) X~ t) + 1 
a(t) ~!t) 
Ft ( i )  = 7"~ t)  - 1 ' " i = 1, 2. 
, I t  ' 
3. Find an index it, such that Ft ( i t )  = max(Ft(1),Ft(2)) and define: 
i f i=2 ,  
i f i=  1. 
( r~ t), if i t= l ,  a~ t), if i t= l ,  t t=  
a t= a~t) ' if i t=2 ,  r (t),  if i t=2 .  
4. Take m (t+l) = t tm (t) + at ~) .  
5. Go to 2. 
REMARK 2. Comparing assertions (vi) and (i) of Lemma 4 with the formulae defining Ft(/), 
/ -- 1,2, one can easily notice that: 
+ i di ))-Jr 
Jk 
(5) 
Notice also that using assertions (i) and (ii) of Lernma 4, we have: 
Fk( i )  _(~k), v(k)) a~k) (m (k), w+ H (r(t) re(k) + trek) ~ k)) = ~ (6) 
Jk Yk 
Thus, Fk(ik) = -(d~ ), v(k))ak/dt + (m (k), v(k+l)) /Jk. 
Further, using the assertions of Lemma 4, we have: 
' (re(k), w + H (r~ k> m( k> 
(m (k), H (m (~+~) - re(k) ) )  = (m (k), v(k+~)), 
(m (k+~), v (k)) = `ik - Jk+~ + (m (k), v (k+~)) 
(m (k+~) - m (k), H (m (k+l) - re(k))) = dk+~ 
J~+~ = ,~ J, - ~ (~, ~,:)). 
+ ~)  d~))) > 0, ~ i~ = 1, (7) 
+ ot~t)d(2t)))> 0, i f i t  = 2, 
- Jt - 2(m (t), v(t+l)), 
(8) 
(9) 
(lO) 
(11) 
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We lmve also the following theorem. 
THgOREM 2. 
Assume A1-A3, then 
(i) M(mCk)) , inf M(m). 
k--*oo mEC 
(ii) qp E C, v E C*; m (k) , # weakly in X, w + H m (k) = v (k) , v weakly in X. 
k-,oo k-*oo 
(iii) ~k [[(-':(k))cll4 < co, ~"~k(m (k'{'l) -- Tn (k), H(m(k+1)  - m(~))) < co; i£ v # O, then 
E, o'(rn('),d(2k>) < co, "r}') , l,c~ k) ,O,(d(l'),w+Hm (k)) ,0. 
k-.-* ~ k--.* c~ k -*~ 
PROOF. In the Appendix. 1 
5. ALGORITHMS FOR THE MINIMIZATION 
OF THE QUADRATIC FUNCTIONAL ON A SPECIAL TYPE OF CONES 
We will assume now that the space X is a separable Hilbert space with a Riesz basis {ei}~ °.
Suppose that this basis is such that the cone C C X is defined as follows: 
C = {x 6 X :x = ~'-~ 3k ek;/~k _> 0, k = 1,2,... }. 
k 
It is easy to notice that: 
C*-{xeX: (x ,  et) >__ 0 ,1 - -1 ,  2, . . . }. 
It is also easy to calculate the values of the functionals cr and A on C x C. That is, if we use 
the convention g/O - co for 0 < g E R, we have for m - ~'~ ~ et, d - ~-~i 7i ei, and then 
A(m,d)=sup{A: -Am+dEC}=sup{A:A< ]L}= ~f  (7~.) 
~t  " ' 
a(m'd)'-sup{a:m-~dEC}=sup{~:~-~i >- }=~f(~)  
( I/fit, if~3~ # 0 a(m,et)  - ~t for m - ~"~i~ie~. More- 
Hence, in particular, A(m, ei) = 0, if fit = 0 ' 
over, one can always find, without any difficulty, a projection on C of any element of X. If 
v -- ~ ~3t ei, then v c - ~ ~t et, where I~ - {i : ~3i _> 0}. 
tEI, 
Using the properties mentioned above, one can simplify and clarify the algorithm considered 
in Section 3. This algorithm has, however, a serious disadvantage concerning practical com- 
puter applications. Namely, if X is infinite dimensional, then the computer always uses a finite 
dimensional approximation of all elements considered in this space. Hence, in order to avoid 
unpredictable numerical errors, one should modify the algorithm by adjusting it to the practical 
situation. It is relatively easy to construct such modification. Namely, let us consider a sequence 
ofcones {Ct}~ °, such that Ck-1 C Ck C C,/c = 1,2,... ; Ck is finite dimensional nd UCk = C. 
Find m(°) E Co and further m (k) E Ck, and choose d E Ck+l. Hence, each m (h) will be finite 
dimensional and there will be no fixed approximation of the infinite dimensional space hy the 
finite dimensional one. Of course, such a modification requires the space X to be separable. On 
the other hand, it will not affect the weak convergence properties of the algorithm. Notice that 
the above remark concerns also the algorithm considered in the previous section. 
We will consider now another algorithm that is conceptually simpler and will allow a more 
straightforward estimation of the speed of its convergence. Consider the situation described in 
the introduction and assume .A1-.A3. Instead of .A4, we will assume the following: 
.A4' Operator H and the basis {ei} are such that (e~,Hei) - 1, i = 1,2,...  and, moreover, 
we win consider only such et, for which (e4, H m) + (e~, w) ~ 0 for a given m. 
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Let us denote toi = (w, ei), i = 1,2, . . . .  Notice that 3i0, such that to~o < 0. This is true 
because we have 0 = (m, w + H m) = (m, H m) + ~-~ ~ toi, where m -- ~'~ f~i e~. Thus, ~-~i ~ to~ - 
- (m,  H m) < 0 for m G C. Since/~i _> 0, we deduce that, indeed, ~i0, to~o < 0. Now, choose an 
increasing sequence {nt} of integers and consider the following algorithm of minimization: 
(1) Find m(°), 0-approximation of the optimal vector p such that m(°) ~ fl~ and, moreover, 
that J0 = (m(°),Hm (°)) >_ (inf~wi) ~. (One can take, for example, m (°) - -toio e~o, if 
there exists i0 such that w~ o = inf~ to~.) 
(2) Suppose that we have re(t), the k-th (k _> 0) approximation of the optimal vector. De- 
fine the following auxiliary quantities: J~ = (re(t), H re(t)), 7~ t) = (e~, H m(~)), v~ t) = 
a(m (t), e~), (notice that now, m(t) = ~,  v} t) e~), f(t) = (Jr +7} t) to,)v} t ) -  J t  (7~ k) +to,) 
for k= 0,1, . . . ,  i= 1, . . . ,n t .  
Consider also the following function Ft : {1,. . . ,  nt} , R+, 
(-f?) 
Jt if f(,t) _. o, 
F (O= "?) +4t) to , ) )  i=  1 ,2 , . . . , , t .  
Jt (Jr - + (v?)) , )  ' if < o, 
(3) Find i such that F(i) -- max Ft( i)  and denote, for simplicity, 7~, "" 7}~ ), to~ -- ~,h, 
Jr + 7~ to~ 
tt = Jt - (77,) 2' if Ck > 0, 
Jt + v~to; 
(Jr - 2~; ~; + (~)2) ,  if Ct < 0, 
{ ( - J~ (~ + ~i) )  if Ck > 0, at = gt - (~;)2 , - 
-v~ tk, if Ct < 0. 
(4) Take m (k+l) : tk m (k) -~ ak eih. 
(5) Go to (2). 
REMAP.K 3. Notice that, if J0 > (infiw~) 2 then Vk, J t  > (infiwi) 2. Now if J t  > w~ for some 
i and k, then z ~k has the first coordinate positive and, consequently, z e. E {z J } t9 R2(e4). 
Let us consider now the case Jk < wy for some j and k. Notice first that then wj > 0 since 
J t  > (infi wi) 2. Second, notice that we have also 7j + wj > 0, for if it were otherwise, we would 
have 0 < wj < -T j  _< vrf~ " and, consequently, J t > toy, which contradicts the assumption that 
Jk < to~. Hence, if J t  < ~y, then z ~h must lie in the third quadrant (of R ~) and, thus, must have 
the second coordinate negative. Hence, in either case, we have z e' E {z'}tgR2(e~). The algorithm 
is, thus, well constructed according to the rules derived in Section 3 (e.g., Fk(i) = tk--1--at oi/Jt, 
and so on). 
Using Lemma 4 we get immediately the following properties of the algorithm; let us denote for 
simplicity: v(t) = w + H m(t), 
¢t 
(eik, v (k+l)) = w~ + tt 7~ + at = (at - 7~: v~ + (v~:) n) -> 0, (12) 
(m (t), v (t+D) = v~ (eik, ~(k+l)) ~ 0, (13) 
(m (t), H (m (t+l) - taCt))) = (re(t), v(t+i)), (14) 
(re(k-t-I), ~(k)) _. at  (,.~ .~ ~)  = Jk -- Jk.t-1 "~" (r'g$(t), ~(k-I-1)) < 0, (15) 
(m (k+l) - m (t), H (m (t+l) - re(t))) = Jt+l - J t  - 2 (m (t), v(t+l)), (16) 
Jk+l - tt J~ - at w~, (17) 
tk + 7~ at = 1 + (re(t)' v(t+l)) 
Jk J t  _> 1. (18) 
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Moreover, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Assume ,41-43, then: 
(i) Jk , -2  rain M(m).  
k--,oo mEC 
(ii) 3# E C, v E C*, v (k) , v weakly in X, m(k) ~ p weakly in X. 
k--*oo k--*oo 
Denote by = {i : v) > 0}, then W e E ,  < 
(iv) = 0, i :¢k < 0. 
(v) Vk, ik ~ ik+l. 
PROOF. In the Appendix. | 
6. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
The algorithm considered in Section 5 has been tested by computing some numerical examples 
in finite dimensional spaces. A finite dimensional example has been chosen purposely since there 
exist many different algorithms concerning the finite dimensional case. On the other hand, a 
simple analysis of how the algorithm acts leads to the supposition that the algorithm should 
work worst in the following situation. 
Suppose p is the optimal vector and i is such an index that (ei,p) = 0. Suppose further 
that for some k we have (m(k),e~) :~ 0. The algorithm should diminish this value to zero. The 
supposition is that takes the most of the algorithm's working time. 
It was rather difficult to find an example which would be of high dimension. We have found 
such examples in R 5 and R s. Thus, X was either R 5 or R 8. {ei) was a standard orthonormal 
basis and the cone is C = {z E X : ~-~ ai ei; a > 0}. The operator H was a symmetric positive 
semidefinite matrix with all its diagonal elements equal to 1. Let X - R 5. The matrix H was 
constructed as follows. 
First take the 3x 5 matrix 
A = 
1 2 -2 -2 -1  
2 1 2 2 0 
2 2 -1  1 0 
and generate the 5x5 matr ix/~ = A'A. Notice that rank(H) = 3. Now we normal ize/t  in the 
following way: I f / t  = [hij], then let us calculate hij = h i j / ~ ,  i, j = 1 , . . . ,  5. Define 
g = [h~j]. The vector w was defined as w = [ -12 .8 , -8 , -25 /3 , -12 ,  7/(3V~)]'. Notice that 
Wl = rain wi. We have taken m (°) - -w l  el. On the other hand, it turns out that Pl = 0. 
i_<i_<5 
Hence, the example is good. 
The second example was similar but concerned Rs, with 
H = 1 .8 0 I .8 1 - .6  , and 
0 - .6  1 
w = [-1.8, -1 ,  -1]'.  We took again m (°) = 1.8el, but Pl = 0. 
We will not present he details. The general remark that follows from the previous examples 
(and also from the 'more regular ones') is that the algorithm is characterized by a very quick 
convergence of the sequence {Jk}. Practically, after few iterations (2-7, depending on the dimen- 
sion) we had (lira Jk - Jk)/(lim Jk) ~- .05%. The required accuracy (assumed very good, nearly 
10 -s) was reached after either 13 iterations (in the ease of Rs), or after 120 iterations (in the 
case of Rs). Such 'behaviour' of the algorithm can be explained by the fact that both examples 
(but especially the one with R 5) concerned the situation when the minimum was very 'flat,' in 
the following sense. The set 
Ac = {me C:  (m, w + Hm)  = 0; (m, Hm)  < e+ limJk, e > 0} 
is very 'big' and contains many vectors with ml >> 0 and small norm of ( -v)  c, v = w + Hm.  
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7. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Although the examples presented in [3] concern the more general problem of minimization 
(recalled in Section 1), they can, however, be easily adjusted to the minimization problem con- 
sidered here, by taking the functional Q as quadratic and setting 8 = X, p = 0, P(y)  = y. 
Hence, possible applications to the optimal control problems of the algorithms derived in this 
paper could be easily obtained. 
On the other hand, one can think of applying the algorithms presented in the paper to the 
following general optimization problem with constraints. Suppose that a functional to be mini- 
mized is defined on a Hilbert space. Suppose also that the minimized functional is regular enough 
(say, convex and having Fr~chet derivatives up to second order) so that one could approximate 
it by a quadratic one, at least within the neighborhood of the actual approximation of the op- 
timal point. Further, assume that the constraints could be estimated by a closed, convex cone, 
also within the neighborhood of the actual approximation. Then one would be able to solve the 
general problem of minimization of a nonquadratic functional on a general set of constraints, by 
solving a sequence of simple problems of minimization of quadratic functionals on cones. Thus, 
one would have a two stage algorithm. If one, however, wanted to apply other methods (such 
as penalty functional or shifted penalty functional methods) to solve a sequence of problems of 
minimization of quadratic functional on the cones, then one would get three stage, hence very 
inaccurate, methods. 
Thus, by applying the straightforward algorithms presented in the paper, one is getting sim- 
pler, more accurate algorithms of optimization. It should be also emphasized that the idea of 
substituting a general optimization problem, by the sequence of simpler problems of minimization 
of quadratic functional on cones, is becoming more and more popular at least in the concerned 
of literature. 
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APPENDIX 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. It can he easily seen tlmt G d is a convex closed cane in [~,  since C is a clceed convex cone 
inX. 
Take G d ~ x = (x l ,x2)  I. Notice that either sign (xlz2) = - I  or xl > O and x2 > 0. If the Later case is true 
then of course xl _~ --A(m, d) x~ and xl ~(m, d) _> -x~.  Thus, consider the case xl > 0 and x2 < 0. We have then 
xl m -[- x2 d E C and, further, ra - ( -x2 /x l )  d E C. Hence, -x2 /x l  <_ ~(m,d).  We argue in a similar way when 
xl <0andx2_~O.  I fx l  =0thenx2 >O, andf fx2=0thenx l  >0.  II 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. If x = (0, O)' then XSAd x = O and b~ x = 0. If x --- (1,0) then x 'A  d x = J and x'  b d = J. If  
x = (0 , - (w ,d) )  I, then r°Ad x = ((w,d)) 2 and xlbd = ((w, d)) 2. II 
In order to prove Theorem 1, we will need the following auxiliary lemmas: 
LEMMA A] .  For every z ¢ (0, sup Ld(x)) there exist two points xl=, x2z ¢ Ed such th,~t Ld(xlz)  = Ld(x2z) = z. 
=EEd 
Moreover, versor Xlz - X2z does not depend on z .  
PROOF. By a straightforward ~:alculation we obtain 
where: 
(-( 'y + (w,d))z  "t'~/g) ( - (~  + (w,d))z  - ~)  and 
9] = j_~f2+(~+(w,d))2, Y2= j _~2+(~+(w,d) )  2, 
6 = z ( J  (~ + (w, d)) 2 - ( ,  - J )  ( J  - -r2)). 

Kj 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vii) 
h&&&&on of quadratic functional8 
rf jl (d) 2 o end jz(d) L 0, thm 
e = lw,dj + Jr(d) + y’(d) (w 4 - Jr(d) - J (w,d) = o. 
J - r2(4 
If jl (d) < 0; r(d) + (w, d) > 0, then: 
C-f1 (4) t = (“‘,d) + td(-f(d) - drntd)) = J - 2y(d)u(m,d) + G(m,d)’ 
I( h(d) < 0; y(d) + (w,d) < 0, that: 
(-A(m,d)) (-h(d)) 
t = hd) + ad(A(mld) +‘) = JAM + h(d)A(m,d)+ 1’ 
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bt~=(m,Vd)= -J+tdJ+ad+a,fY(d). 
If fi(d) 2 0 and fi(d) 10, then: 
r) = P + J-v(d) (w,d) - J-r2W - Jr(d) hd) 
J - r2(4 
-J=O. 
If-~(d) + (w,d) > 0; jl(d) < 0, then: 
4~ 4 t-f1 (4) 
T) =td(J - u(m,d)y(d)) - J = J_ 2y(d)u(m,d)+u2(~,d)’ 
If-v(d) + (w,d) < 0; h(d) < 0, then: 
(-h(d)) 
JA2(m,d)+2y(d)A(m,d)+ 1’ 
(m,H(m,, -m)) = (t&V,, - V) = (m, Vd), Sil’lCe (m,V) = 0, for m E M. 
%MX (td, ad) E Ed, WC k&W% Ld(Sd) = J td - Od (w, d) = b& zd. 
(mdrV)+(md,Hmd)-J=ad(d,V)+tdJ-(w,d)ad- J=ad(w,d)+adr(d)+Jtd-(w,d)-J= 
Jtd- J i- ady(d) = (m,vd) (compare the proof of ii)). 
(md-m, H (md-m)) = (md, H (md-m))-(m, H (md-m)) = ( mdl Vd)-bd,V)-(‘% Vd) = (mds ff md)- 
J - 2(m,Vd). 
Campare the proof of (ii). I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. 
(i) The sequence { Jk) k monotone (compare with the construction of the algorithm) and bounded from below 
(assumption Al), hence, it is convergent. 
(ii) It foIIowr from (i) that Fk(ik) - 0, and consequent.Iy, &(i) - 0, i = 1,2. Notice also that 
-(e+a’*- k oD 0). The fact tkt yk(l) ~Oand(6)implythata1 (4 ,v k-ocik) k) (k)) xO*Ifthere 
existed a subsequence {k,) 6uc.h that ,(:a) - 0, then consequently, we would have 7ik,) - 1 and 
1-00 e-00 
30, vi > io, 7ik’) > 0. This would, however, imply that ji:’ > 0 for i > io. 
We would have then 
,yJ = Jk, +(lk’) 
Jk, - (4k’))2 = 
(-Jk, (@",V'k,')) 
& - (-f;k’))2 * 
Hence, (d(,L’),v(“*)) = I~(-v(~*))~II~ I 0. If the sequence {k,} did not exist, then of course 
I-Q0 
(ok+,) = Il(-v(k,))CII’ - o. 
1-00 
Now take any weakly convexgent subsequence {m tk,)} of the sequence {m(k)}. Such e&sequence alwqs 
exists since rnck) E M aud M is bounded, hence, weakly compact. Let rnck,) I m. The sequence 
1-00 
vck*) = w + Hm(k*) aho we&y convergea to such a point v that (-v)~ = 0. This means, however, that 
v E C+. As the optimal point p is uniquely defined, we deduce that m = cc. Thus, we have shown that any 
we&y convergent subsequence of {m(k)] converges to cc. It means, however, that rn(‘) -pweakb 
~-00 
in X. Cmuently v = w + Hp. Thus, we have shown (i) and (ii). 
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(iii) Now, since (dlk),dk)) - 0, we deduce that the sequence: &+r$” cik) = .&(~~))z+~fr)(&)9 dk’) 
tends to some nomlegatzmit 86 k - 00. However, 
Jk + rik) 6;“’ 
Jk - (rik’)’ + (7:‘) + &))2 
is the first coordinate of the vector zJk. Hence, the ray R, (dlk)) that connects the painb (04) and 
(zcJk + (1,0))/2 must lie inside Gd(k) for sticiently large k. This mean8 thd~,Vk>k,&‘~O,ad 
consequently, 7ik’ - 1 and c$ - 0. On the other hand, for k 1 Lo, 
k-.x k-co 
Py) (rp,v(k*)) = (dy),v(k))2 = !I(-v(k))Cj{’ 
Jk Jk - (r$k))z Jk - (^li’+ ’ 
SinCe Fk(ik) = (Jk+l - Jk)/Jk and JI, ConvergeS mOnOtOlli~, We ddduce tbt ck Fk(ik) < 00. 
c~U&ly, WS? h,lR ck Fk(i) < 00, i = I, 2. Now it is aheady easy to deduce that ck Il(-vCk))cII’ < 
co. 
Similarly, since we have (7), we deduce that ~k(m(k),u(k+l)) < 00. Applying (lo), we get 
c (mck+‘) - rnck),H (m(k+l) _ m’k’)) < oo. 
k 
Further, since II(-u(~))~II - 
k-m 
0, we must have *(u(k),g)) > 0. Since we have alro 
c, Fk(i?) < CCJ and Fk(2) > a(2k) (@‘,dk)) > 0, we deduce that c, -ai”’ 
( 1 
< 00. Now if them 
existed a subsequence k, such that &” > 0, then repeating the Eugumentused&eadyintheproofof 
(ii), we would have: (v(~*), dzk*)) - 0. 
1-00 
Hence, 3kl, such that Vk > kl, f,, tk) < o This means that: c$’ = o (mck), . Ir))7ik), for k > kl. 
Since a(2”’ - 0 implies $’ z 1, we have thus shown that Ck (-aik’ 
“, 
< 00 h&m that 
CL Q (m(k),k$) < 00. I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. 
(i), (ii) We argue similarly aa in the proof of the Theorem 2. The sequence {Jk} ia w. T*=We 
convergent nubsequence (m(kn)}. Let rnckv) - m. The seque.nce dk*) = w + Hm(ki) ie &o W& 
I-CO 
COXlVqUlt. Fk(ik) - 0, Fk(ik) 2 Fk(i), i = 1,. . . ,nk. Thus if nk - 
Further, notice t.zi for some i we had: (e,, u(“)) = wi + 7:“’ < 0, “th,” 
co, then Vi, Fk(i) * 0. 
Fk(i) = 64 +rik)Y 
Jk - (rik))l ’
hence, if there exirtr a subsequence {n,} ruch that (ei,v(“t)) < 0, j = 1,2,. . ., then 
>liItll(ei, V(“j)) = 0. Thus, for each fixed i we have (e,,v(“j)) - con&. 2 0. 
3-w 
Thus, we have &own that v(“J) - u = w+HmEC*.SincaIrird~~uniquely,andarmE~, 
1-m 
then (m,w + Hm) = 0. Hence, m = M. Thus each weakly convergent subaequena {mck)} dw con- 
to cc. This means wedr convergence of {m(k)} to p in X. 
(iii) We use amertion (ii) of Theorem 2 with C = {z : x = pe,, p 2 0), i E IV. Then, of cw, 
(u(~))~/II(u(~))~II = e, = cI!!~). Since also for i E I,, 3kl, c > 0, (e,,utk)) > e, k 2 kl, we CSI SP 
ply the same argument an in the proof of the assertion (iii) of Theorem 2 and get cc 0 (m(k),&)) = 
Ck 0 (mck),e,) = Ck uIk) < co. 
(iv) If & < 0, then Y (k+l) 
*k 
= tk ,,!:I + Ok = tk “(‘;’ - tk v;:’ = 0. 
(v) Fhmt, notice that (B,~, u(k+*)) im either paitive or equal to xen~ and httl) h equal to sero or poeitive 
and, moreover, ~tF’)(e,, ,dktl)) = 0. On the other hand, if u!“’ = oand~;k)+w, ~oforswnei,then 
j:“’ < 0 and, consequently, Fk (i) = 0. Thus, ik+l cannot be @ to ik unlaa rn(‘+l) ia optimal. g 
